
Information about what your child will learn this year.

Welcome to Year 5



Y5 school day:



Maths

 There is a big jump in expectations from Year 4 to Year 5.

For example:

Y4 place value objectives – recognise the place value of every digit in a 4 digit number.

Y5 place value objectives – Read, write, order and compare numbers up to at least 1,000,000 and 

determine the value of each digit.

 Lessons start with Maths Fluency to build on mental maths skills.

 Input starts with straightforward knowledge which the children can practise and then progresses 

to using this knowledge to solve problems.





English

 SPAG lessons (spelling, punctuation and grammar) lessons will be taught in 

short lessons every day. 

 English lessons will focus on using these SPAG skills in sentences and longer 

pieces of writing.

 We will work on reading and understanding a class text then adapting the 

story to create a piece of writing of their own using the same structure.

 Guided Reading sessions will be taught 4 times a week. Children will read 

with a teacher at least once a week sometimes more and will complete other 

reading based activities independently.



Topic

 All of our other subjects are taught through topics. 

 This half term our topic is about The Earth and Space. This is mainly a science topic but also 

covers the history of the moon landings and the geography of the locations where rocket launch 

and landing sites are.

 Art, design and technology, music and computing are also linked to our topic.

 Year 5 topics are the best!

Could you walk in Neil Armstrong’s footsteps?

Why should the rainforest be important to us all?

Could you be a forensic scientist?

Why were Norman Castles certainly not bouncy?

Do all animals and plants start life as an egg?

Could you walk like an Egyptian?



PE

 Our PE day is Wednesday. Children will need a full change of clothes including 

sensible footwear for these lessons.

 It might be worth having a jumper or hoodie as the weather gets colder as the 

lessons may still be outdoors.

 Our other PE lesson this term is swimming. Children will need to remember 

their swimming things on a Monday.

 It is also worth sending children in with a coat on these days just in case of 

rain as we have to walk to the market ground to catch the bus.



Homework

 Children will get a reading book on a Monday which needs to come back into 

school on a Friday. They need to read at least twice during the week and 

write in their reading diary/homework book about what they have read.

 The class will get one or two pieces of homework every week. This will 

alternate between maths/English/Topic. Homework will be set on a Friday 

and needs to be completed by the following Wednesday.

 Homework will be set on seesaw. All children have been given a new code 

(please ask if you need a new code) They can request a paper copy if they 

prefer but they need to remember to ask me in plenty of time to make 

copies.

 The class will have spelling lessons each week. They have opportunities to 

work in table groups with spelling activities. 


